
Fully Editable and Growing Bundle

• Gain access to a 
Dropbox account with:

• All of my current biology 
and earth science 
resources

• All future resources at no 
additional cost

Mega Biology and 
Earth Science Bundle

Science Lessons, Activities, Assignments, and Worksheets



Lessons, Lab Station Activities, Scavenger 
Hunts, Readings, Digital Interactive Notebooks, 

and more!



Lessons, Lab Station Activities, Scavenger 
Hunts, Readings, Digital Interactive Notebooks, 

and more!



The 5E model is a scientifically proven method to 
improve student engagement and learning in 
your classroom.

5E Lessons

...and LOTS more!



Complete Teacher Instructions

Each phase is clearly described



Complete Lessons

Make sure your students are on 
track

Student copies with blanks

Videos embedded right into 
your slideshow



Interactive and Engaging Activities including 
Lab Station Activities, Scavenger Hunts, 

Readings and more



Interactive Lab Station Activities

Praise from lab station buyers

- "LOVE LOVE LOVE!!!” 

- "Wow. Simply amazing!” 

- "My students absolutely loved this and begged for 
more” 

- "I cannot say enough good things about these lab 
stations. LOVE THEM. Perfect for a class period or when 
you don't want to set up a wet lab. I just adore these.”

- "Students loved and stations and I loved the learning!!”

- "Fantastic resource! My go to TPT user for science!!” 

- "THIS WAS AN AWESOME ACTIVITY!”

- "Used this today and my freshman LOVED it! The lesson 
provides opportunities for the students to both be 
creative and demonstrate learning. They were engaged 
the whole time and passed in quality work. Will definitely 
be looking for your other station activities to use in my 
classroom.”

- "Awesome resource. I am using this instead of a paper 
test. Much more inclusive learning!



Interactive Lab Station 
Activities

1. Get Hands-On

2. Research

3. Explain Yourself

4. Applicability Reading

5. Test Your Knowledge

6. Learn From The Expert

7. Become the Question 
Master

Little to no prep, just print 
and go

7 Engaging Lab Stations in 
each

Each station tests your 
students' knowledge and 
provides a fantastic learning 
opportunity for your kids to 
learn through assessment



Save your time by utilizing dry labs that are all set to 
go. Just print and place them around the room. 



Save your time by utilizing dry labs that are all set to 
go. Just print and place them around the room. 



Digital Scavenger Hunt 
Activities

Include:

• 5 unique locations

• Online form submission

• Answer key

100% Digital

•Simulations

•Quizzes

•Videos

•Games

•Word scramble

•And more



So Easy To Use

1. Print out the QR codes and put them around 
the room

2. Put your students into groups

3. Let them move from Location to Location as 
they complete the tasks

- All tasks are accessed via the QR Codes

- 5 Tasks Total per activity

4. Have them submit their answers directly to 
your email via the online form

That’s it!



Possible Locations Include:

• Video analysis

• Simulations

• Quiz

• Finish the story 

• Start the story

• Calculations 

Works will all devices that can scan a QR 
Code including Chromebooks

• Matching

• News article

• Opinion

• Word scramble 

• Short answer

• Web research

Everything is hosted on my website which 
creates consistency and ease of use.



Example Location 
Screenshots



Digital Interactive Notebooks

• So easy to understand and post. Have your 
students working in under 10 minutes

• The majority of the items in this resource are 
fully editable

• Slides can be added or removed easily to suit 
your classroom needs.

Click here to immediately download a sample 
Digital INB  http://bit.ly/TWF-DINB

http://bit.ly/TWF-DINB


Interactive Drag and 
Drop Activities

Students are able to move 
objects around the screen 
to complete the activity



Embedded Video and 
Creative Activities

Students are able to 
watch videos that 
are fully embedded 
into the digital 
notebook. Just click 
the video and it 
plays on their screen 
within the slide. 
Each video contains 
questions with 
answers found in 
the teacher version.



Creative Activities

Students are 
able to express 
their creativity 
while 
demonstrating 
knowledge of 
the topic.



Short Answer and Other 
Reinforcing Activities to 

Improve Retention



Vocabulary and Extension 
Activities

As additional activities for early finishers or part of the 
main notebook assessment, your digital interactive 
notebook comes with three extension 
activities/projects plus a vocabulary section where 
students match terms with their definitions.



Digital Interactive Notebooks
• Work with Google and OneDrive cloud 

services

• If you don’t currently have a Google account, 
you can sign up for one completely free and 
get started in 5 minutes. If you’re a OneDrive 
user, no problem. Simply download the 
notebook as a PowerPoint file to your 
computer then upload it to your OneDrive
account. 

• The majority of the items in this resource are 
fully editable. In addition, slides can be added 
or removed easily to suit your classroom 
needs.



Interactive Notebooks

THEN: Before computers, we used interactive 
notebooks to engage our students and keep their 
notebooks organized and accessible. This however 
required a lot of material and the unwelcomed task 
of lugging them all home with you to mark. But we 
used them because they were effective and allowed 
us to effectively assess our students understanding.

NOW: Why use digital interactive notebooks? As 
prices decrease, many schools are moving towards 
a 1:1, computer-student ratio and are becoming 
digital, the way we teach needs to keep up. You 
don’t even need a class set of computer, a personal 
device (cell phone, laptop, tablet, etc. will work just 
as well). 


